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1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite group which can be generated by d elements and let F be the free 
group of rank rrd. Then we have an exact sequence of groups 
l+R-+F+G+l. (1) 
Now R = R/R’ is a HG-module which is called the relation module determined by the 
presentation (1). In this paper we are concerned with the structure of R and in 
particular with questions raised by [ 111. Since R is a ZG-module and is also a free Z- 
module of finite rank, it follows that R is a ZG-lattice; a ZG-lattice is, by definition, 
a finitely generated ZG-module which is free as a Z-module. In Lecture 2 of [ 111, it 
is shown that the exact sequence of groups (1) gives rise to an exact sequence 
of HG-lattices. Here, g is the augmentation ideal of EG. In the same spirit as [ 111, we 
shall use the results and methods of integral representation theory to study the 
structure of g and R. We now give a brief description of the lay out and results of 
this paper. 
Let II be a subset of the primes dividing ICI and let E, denote the semilocal ring 
obtained from Z by inverting all the primes not in II. If M is a Z&G-module and P is 
a projective Z,G-module, then we say that P is a projective cover for M if there 
exists an epimorphism 8: P-+M such that whenever 0 is a map into P with $18 an 
epimorphism, then C#J is an epimorphism. In this situation we shall also say that 
PL M-O is a projective cover. The problem of when g@Z, has a projective 
cover is studied in [ 141. A complete solution is given there for when G is soluble and 
InJr2, but not in general. It is asked whether g@Z, can have a projective cover if 
InI 22. In Section 3 we shall give an affirmative answer to this question. 
In Section 4 we study the following problem: if (Ri ) F,) and (RzIFz) are free 
extensions, when can we assert that (RI /PI) P (I2 1 F2)? (For an explanation of the 
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notation, see Lecture 10 of [l 11.) We shall prove that if d(Ft) = d(F*) > d(G), then 
(f?i 1 F,) 3 (R2 1 F,). This result can be used to improve some of the assertions made in 
[21] and [22]. 
The last two sections are concerned with the decomposition properties of Q and R. 
In Section 5 we try to give a group theoretic characterisation of when Q decomposes. 
This problem is studied in [12] and a complete solution is given there for when G is 
soluble. We come close to giving a solution for the general case. Let G be a finite 
group and let n be the set of primes dividing ICI. Suppose we can write n as a 
disjoint union of nonempty subsets rrl and x2 such that no element of G has order 
plpz with pI 5 TIN and pzc 7z2. We may now state the main result of Section 5 as 
follows: 
Theorem. There exists a decomposition Q @ ZG = A @B where A and B are non- 
projective ZG-modules. 
In Section 6 we study some of the global properties of the direct summands of Q 
and R. If M is a finitely generated ZG-module, we let d&f) denote the minimum 
number of generators required to generate M as a ZG-module. Following Lecture 7 
of [ 111, we say that a ZG-lattice A is a Swan module if there exists a prime p such 
that dG(A) = dc(A/Ap). Theorem 7.8 of [ 1 l] proves that all augmentation ideals and 
all relation modules are Swan modules. We shall show that direct summands of Q are 
Swan modules, but direct summands of R need not be Swan modules. 
Finally, we consider the following problem. Suppose M and N are ZG-lattices 
which are in the same genus such that M is a direct summand of Q or R. Under what 
conditions will N also be a direct summand of Q or R? 
2. Notation, terminology and assumed results 
Much of our notation will closely follow that of [l 11. All rings considered in this 
paper will have a 1 and all modules will be finitely generated unital right modules. 
Mappings will be usually written on the right; thus c@ will mean first do a, then /I. If 
XC Y and a is a map from Y, then we shall adopt the notation c& for the map 
obtained by restricting a to X. When A and B are two sets, A kJ B will be the set 
which is the disjoint union of A and B. If A is finite, then we shall write IAl for the 
cardinality of A. As usual Z, Q and C will denote the integers, rationals and complex 
numbers respectively. 
We shall use the notation G” for G \ 1 for any group G. The augmentation ideal 
of a group will be denoted by the small german letter corresponding to the capital 
latin letter chosen to denote the group. Thus Q is an ideal of HG and is also a free iZ- 
module on {g- 1 ]g~ G”}. If H is a subgroup of G, then 6 will be the right ideal 
$ZG of ZG. When k is a field, we shall sometimes write kg for ~@k and k$ for 
$@k.When G is finitely generated, let d(G) be the minimum number of elements 
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required to generate G. If G is finite, write n(G) for the set of rational primes 
dividing JG(. Let D be a commutative Dedekind domain. The local ring at the prime 
ideal .9 of D will be denoted by D + and we shall write D, = n ) E A D e when n is a set 
of prime ideals of D. In particular, i&,, will denote the local ring at the prime p. If M 
is a DC-module, then we set M, =M&D,. The dual of M, which is the DG- 
module HomD(M,D), will be denoted by M*. The minimum number of generators 
required to generate M as a DG-module will be denoted by d&M), or sometimes 
d,(M). We shall use the notation XV Y to mean that the DG-lattices X and Y are in 
the same genus (see [20, p. 1061). If Nis a ZG-module, we shall write QNand CN for 
N@Q and N@C respectively. The following (well-known) results will be needed at 
several points in this paper. 
Proposition 2.1. Let k be a subfield of the field K and let G be a finite group. lf M 
and N are kG-modules such that M&K is a direct summand of N& K, then M is a 
direct summand of N. In particular if M& K P NQk K, then Mz N. 
Proof. This follows from 2.18 of [2] and an application of the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem. 
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a cyclic group of order n and let E = Ext(g, Z@ L) where L 
is a free ZG-module. Then Ea Z/nZ and if r E E is represented by 
o-Z@L-P-Q’O, 
then P is projective if and oniy if < generates the additive group of E. 
Proof. [lo, p. 2551. 
Proposition 2.3. Let G be a finite cyclic group and P, Q be projective ZG-modules. 
Suppose I/ is a RG-module with Ut = 0 for some integer t prime to /Cl. If there exists 
an exact sequence 
O-Pg-Qg-U-O, 
then there exists an exact sequence 
O-P-Q-U-O. 
Proof. This is because the Tsubgroup of a cyclic group is trivial, see [23]. 
3. Projective covers for augmentation ideals of finite groups 
In this section all groups considered will be finite. Theorem 1 of [14] answers the 
question of when gn can have a projective cover for when G is a soluble group and rr 
is a subset of n(G) with JnJ 12. It shows that if gn does have a projective cover, then 
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for all PE n a Sylow p-subgroup of G is cyclic. On page 167 of [14] it is asked 
whether the hypothesis of n-solubility in Theorem 1 is necessary. Since it does not 
cause much extra work and is closely related to the problem of finding projective 
covers of g,, we shall also consider projective covers of Z!, and prove: 
Theorem 3.1. There exist infinitely many groups G such that both gn and Z, have a 
projective cover where 
(a) rr is a subset of rational primes of n(G) with 1 nl > 1, 
(b) ifp E R, then the Sylow p-subgroup of G is noncyclic. 
To prove this, we first need a few general module-theoretic lemmas which are 
probably known. 
Lemma 3.2. Let k s K be fields and let M be a kG-module. Then P is a projective 
cover for M if and only if PBk K is a projective cover for MGk K. 
Proof. Let i: KdK be the i+;ntity map. If P / M+O is a projective cover for 
M, then obviously P&K--F, M&K-O is a projective cover for M&K. 
Conversely, suppose P&K is a projective cover for M&K. If Q is a projective 
cover for M, then Q&K is a projective cover for M&K. It was shown on page 207 
of [lo] that projective covers are unique and so P& Kz Qc& K. Therefore Pn Q by 
Proposition 2.1 and hence P is a projective cover for M. 
Lemma 3.3. Let R be a Dedekind domain, M an RG-module and R the set of 
nonzero prime ideals of R. Then PA M-0 is a projective cover if and only if 
P, 
@( *‘) 
- M ,. 40 is a projective cover for all 3 E n, where @(.Y) is the map 
induced by 4. Further, P Pa M ,‘-0 is a projective cover if and only if 
P/P9 8(*) M/MB -+O is a projective cover, where t9( .9) is the map induced by 
Q(Y). 
Proof. This is a straightforward generalisation of Lemma 1 of [14]. 
Lemma 3.4. Let R be a Dedekind local domain with maximal ideal 3 and let M be 
an RG-module. Suppose there exists a projective RG-module P such that 
PA M-0 is a projective cover, where I@= M/M.? and P = P/PY. Then P is a 
projective cover for M. 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 
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where g is the map induced by g. Then it is easy to prove that P- ’ M-+Ois a 
projective cover, either directly or by Lemma 3.3. 
Lemma 3.5. Let R be a semilocal Dedekind domain with maximal ideals 
31, 92, . . . . .9,,. L;t M be an RG-module and suppose there exists an RG-module P 
such that P +$ - M ?, -0 is a projective cover for M for all i. Then P is a 
projective cover for M. 
Proof. For i= 1,2, . . . , n, there exist S;E R \ Yi and g;: P-+M such that fiSi= 
gi: P,?,+M ?,. Moreover, by the Chinese remainder theorem, there exist (Y;E R such 
that oie 9i and CTiE 3- for j#i. If we define f = I:= 1 aigip then it follows from 
f’ Lemma 3.3 that P- M+O is a projective cover for M. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose M is a ZG-module and II is a subset of n(G). If p’E R, let 
P(p)dM@ k(p)-0 be a projective cover where k(p) is the algebraic closure of 
h/pZ and let P(p) have Brauer character Gp. Assume that 
(i) @p = @ for a/I p E n (i.e. @p is independent of p with fixed value @), and 
(ii) @ is the character of a QG-module (i.e. @J is realisable over 0). 
Then M, has a projective cover. 
Proof. This follows easily from Lemmas 3.2, 3.4, 3.5 and Theorem 4 of [18]. 
Now consider the group G = PSp(4, q) for q odd and determine the structure of 
the principal block for a prime p dividing +(q2+ 1). The characters of G have been 
determined in [ 17). The relevant information will be extracted. 
The order of G is +q1(q2- 1)2(q2+ 1). It has a self-centralising cyclic subgroup 
H= (h) of order t(q2+ 1) which is a T.I. set with normaliser Nsuch that IN/HI =4. 
Let al, 02, . . . , CY, be the irreducible characters of N which do not have H in their 
kernel and let x1,x2,..., xr be the exceptional characters of G associated with 
ot, (Y2, *-*, (rc . Then Xi = CTi on H” from [ 171. Let q be a power of the prime r. Select 
010 0 
a’= 
0 0 1 -1 
generators y and d of the multiplicative groups of GF(q) and GF(r). Write 
‘1 1 0 0. 
1 , 
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in Sp(4,q) and let a, 6, c, d, e be the images of a’, b’, c’, d’, e’ in PSp(4,q). (In the 
notation of (171 we have ~‘=Ast, b’=AJ2, c’=Az, and d’=Az2.) Then we have the 
partial character table of G as shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 
1 a b c d H” 
1 I I 1 1 1 1 
81 q5 0 0 0 0 1 
92 Ml +a2 4 0 id1 +Q) Ml+@ -1 
83 +7(1 -d 0 4 Ml -4) Ml - 4) I 
Xi (1 -d2 l-9 I+9 l-q? 1-92 ai 
(In the notation of [17] we have 0,=8i3, or= &, e3 = t?,,, and (after renumbering) 
Xi=X r(i).) The p-singular elements of G are contained in the conjugates of H. We 
shall denote by R the set of p-regular elements of G. Define TC { 1,2, . . . , t) by ie T 
if and only if xi=4 on H” nR. The xi’s for iE T define the same function on R, 
which we shall denote by x. Let A = (e, b) = (e) x (b), a subgroup of order r2. 
Lemma 3.7. (6J2- &)I,_, is not the character of a CA-module. 
Proof. Let r be the character of (e) which is r- 1 on 1 and -1 on (e>*. Let v be 
the identity character of (6). Then <@q is the character of a CA-module. A 
straightforward calculation shows that (0, - &, 50~)~ d -(r- 1) ~0 and the lemma 
is proved (use the table on page 493 of [17]). 
Lemma 3.8. Zf p 1 (q2+ 1)/2, then the Brauer graph of the principal p-block of G is 
Proof. We apply Dade’s results on blocks with a cyclic defect group (Theorem 68.1 
of [6]). The principal block has four irreducible Brauer characters. From the 
character table of Sp(4, q) in [ 171, the characters 1,8,, e2, &,x ,, x2, . . . , lyr are the only 
ones which are nonzero on H”. It now follows from Theorem 61.2 of [6] that the 
complex characters of the principal block are 1, 0,. d2, O3 and Xi (io T). By the 
corollary to Theorem 2 of [9], the Brauer graph is a straight line. Using the fact that 
the Brauer character of a principal indecomposable module is zero on H \ R, we see 
that the Brauer graph must be 
or 
Now x - 8, and e2 - 8, are negative at the identity and therefore are not irreducible 
Brauer characters. Nor is B2- f+ by Lemma 3.7, and the result follows. 
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Lemma 3.9. (i) 8i is realisable over Q. 
(ii) If q = 3 or 5 mod 8, then B2 is realisable over Q. 
Proof. Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of G (i.e. the normaliser of a subgroup of G of 
order q4). Then (see page 163 of [I]) lg= 213~ + 1 + 0, + /3, +& where pi and & are 
irreducible complex characters of G not in the principal p-block (8, = 8ii and 
&= 19,~ in the notation of [17]). Now 19~ and & are rational characters from the 
character table of Sp(4, q) in [17], so by Theorem 24.14 of [5], it follows that 2& and 
8, are realisable over Q. Hence (i) is proved. 
Let D be a Frobenius complement o H in N. Then 
(11% I&,et)o=(l$ lNY,e21N)N=(q2- l)(q+2)/8 
which is odd when q = 3 or 5 mod 8. So applying Theorem 24.14 of [5] again, et is 
realisable over Q. This proves (ii). 
Theorem 3.1 is now an immediate consequence of: 
Theorem 3.10. Let X= PSp(4, q) where q = 3 or 5 mod 8 and let R = set of primes 
dividing j(q2+ 1). If Y = X x X, then both I)~ and Z, have a projective cover. 
Proof. Let p be any prime dividing f.(q2+ 1) and let k be the algebraic closure of 
GF(p). From Lemma 3.8, a projective cover of k, as a kY-module, has Brauer 
character (1 + 6,)@(1+ 8,). This is independent of p and by Lemma 3.9 is the 
character of a Q Y-module. Therefore Z, has a projective cover by Lemma 3.6. 
Let Q be the character of the regular representation of X. Then by Lemma 2 of [3] 
and Lemma 3.8, a projective cover of b has Brauer character 
~0~-(1+e~)0(l+e,)+(l+e~)~~~+~~+(e~+e,)~(l+e~). 
This is independent of p and by Lemma 3.9 is the character of a QY-module. 
Therefore Q, has a projective cover by Lemma 3.6. 
It is quite easy to generalise Theorem 3.10 to: 
Theorem 3.11. For i= 1,2, . . . , n, let Gi = PSp(4, qi) with qi = 3 or 5 mod 8 and ni be 
the set of primes dividing +(qf + 1). Suppose R is a nonempty subset of n,n 
sr2n..-nn,andG=G,xG2x... x G,. Then both gn and U, have a projective cover. 
4. Comparing free presentations 
Suppose 1 +S, --Fa G-1 and I--S,--Fa G-+1 are two free pre- 
sentations of a finite group G. It would be nice to be able to say that, under certain 
conditions, there exists an automorphism o : F-F such that xl = 07r2. This has been 
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proved to be so if either 
(i) d(F)?2 log,jG/, or 
(ii) G is soluble and d(F) 2 1 + d(G). 
For (i), see [8] and for (ii), see [7]. We shall consider the abelianised version of this 
problem. 
Let G be a finite group and let D be the free ZG-module of rank one. Suppose we 
are given two exact sequences of ZG-modules 
()+R,+De& Q-+0 
and 
O+R,-+DeA g-0 
where e is some positive integer. When can we assert that there exists an auto- 
morphism u : De -+ De such that 19, = aBz? We shall prove: 
Theorem 4.1. Zf e> do(g), then there exists an automorphism Q : De+ De such that 
8, =0&. 
To prove Theorem 4.1 we first prove the following module-theoretic result. 
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a finite group and M a hG-lattice. Suppose N is a ZG- 
module such that MzIV@ZG and QG is a direct summand of QN. Zf P is a 
projective ZG-module and (a, /3) is unimodular in MOP, then there exists a 
homomorphism f : P+Msuch that a + ,Llf is unimodular in M. 
Proof. Our proof is based on the proof of Theorem 12.5 of [19]. For the notation 
and definitions, see Chapter 12 of [19]. In particular, if L is a HG-lattice and I EL, 
then O,(I) = {If 1 f : L +ZG}, a left ideal of ZG. Thus we are given O,M(a) + O,(p) = 
ZG and we want to find f: P-M such that Ow(a +/z?f) = i2G. Write a = al + a2 
where a1 E ZG and azc N. We need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. For t E 22, let - denote the reduction mod t. Then OL(T) = O&). 
Proof. If f: L+ZG with If = y, then Ts= 7. Therefore O,(1) E O&). Now suppose 
we are given g : t +EG. Since ExtzG(L, ZG) = 0, the exact sequence 
O-ZG 2 EG*=-+O, 
where 0 is multiplication by t, gives rise to an exact sequence 
O+Hom(L,ZG)+Hom(L,BG)+Hom(L,~)-+O. (2) 
Therefore g lifts to a map h : L*ZG such that g= li. It follows that O&) c OL(l) 
and Lemma 4.3 is proved. 
We now continue with the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let - denote the reduction 
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mod ICI. Then z is a semilocal ring and‘ O,S(&)+ O~~(l~,)+0,@) =LG by 
Lemma 4.3. Therefore by lemma 11.8 of [19], there exists f, : P-z and g: m-+ 
%? such that O=(d, +/?J, l a$) = z. Using sequence (2) of Lemma 4.3, we may 
lift 1, and g to maps f, : P*HG and g : N-ZG respectively. Then 
by Lemma 4.3. Now cz2 = (a2 - cr2g) + ar2g, so replacing N by (n - ng 1 n E N} we may 
assume that g=O and Ozc(a, +pf)+ (G/ZG=ZG. Choose rcZ with (t, fG/)= 1 and 
rZG c OzG(al + flf,) and let - denote the reduction mod t. Then O,,$a,)+ 
Oz%(d, +fl/t) + Op(fl) = Z2 by Lemma 4.3. Since Z!G is a direct summand of N, it 
follows from Lemma 11.8 of [19] that there exists a map &: P’+&i such that 
O,i~~2+pJ2)+0~~(~,+~3,)=Z~. Liftfitoamapf~:P-+iVandsetf=fi+f2:P+ 
ZG@N=M. Then 0,M(a+/3f)=Ozc(cr,+~fi)+0,,,(a2+Pf2)=ZG y Lemma 4.3, 
k since f.ZG c Oro(a, +j?f,). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. First suppose G is cyclic of order n with generator g. By the 
arguments of Chapter 5 of [ II] we see that R , z R2=Z@De-* and so t?, and e2 give 
rise to exact sequences 
and 
<,: O-Q.@De-‘-+De+g-+O 
Now r, and T2 are elements of Ext(g, 80 De- ‘) z Ext(g, h) z H/nB. Moreover, if for 
i= I, 2 the image of <i in Z/nZ is ai, then oigenerates the additive group of Z/&Z, by 
Proposition 2.2. So a , = a2f for some t E h with (t, n) = 1 and thus it will be sufficient 
to find an automorphism of Z@ZG which induces multiplication by t in 
Ext(g,h@ZG). Choose a,beZ such that at-bn=l. Let e=x,.GgEZG, 
h=I+g+gl+...+g”-’ E hG and E : HG-*H be the natural ring homomorphism. If 
XEZ and aeBG, then the automorphism of ZOBG given by (~,a)- 
(lx+ e(a), bxe+ ha) induces multiplication by I in Ext(g, Z@ZG) as required. 
Now suppose G is noncyclic. By the results of Chapter 5 of [I I], it follows that 
R 1 P R2 z S@ D for some BG-lattice S such that QG is a direct summand of QS. For 
i=1,2,ietQi=8~~0:De~D~gand~i=8~~0:De~De-rg.BySchanuel’slemma, 
there exists an automorphism Q: De@De*De@De such that w, =crw2. Therefore 
by Theorem 4.6 of [21], there exists an automorphism Q: De@D+De@D such that 
4, =Q&. Moreover, Theorem 4.2 shows that if (a: /3) is unimodular in RI 00, then 
there exists a homomorphism f: D+R, such that a+/3f is unimodular in R,. The 
result now follows from the proof of Theorem 4.6 of [21]. 
Theorem 4. I can be used to improve some of the results of {tl] and [22]. Let (G) 
be the category whose objects are extensions 
(/I IE): l-+A+E-,G*l 
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where A is a finitely generated abelian group, as defined in [21] or Lecture 10 of 
[ill. Suppose (RIIFI) and (RzIFz:~> are two free objects in (6) such that d(F,)= 
d(F,). Then Theorem 4.9 of [21] states that if d(F,)> max{d(G) + 2- pr(G),d(G)), 
then (8, IFi) z(RzIF1). Here pr(G) is the presentation rank of G as defined in 
Chapter 5 of [ll] or Section 3 of [21]. It is a nonnegative integer and is equal to 
d(G) - d&g). Using Theorem 4.1 and the proof of Theorem 4.9 of [21], we obtain 
the following improvement of Theorem 4.9 of [21]. 
Theorem 4.4. rfd(F,)rmax{d(G)+ 1 -pr(G),d(G)), then (l?,IF,)r(RzlFz). 
In the same way we may use Theorem 4.4 to improve Proposition 3.4 of [22] with 
the following result. 
Proposition 4.5. Let G be a finite group and (A 1 E) an object in (G). if n zd(E) 
and n > max{d(G) + 1 - pr(G), d(G)}, then for any generating set {gi: 15 is n} of G, 
there exists a set of generators {e;: 1 I is n} of E such that ei-gi under the given 
mapf:E-+G. 
5. Decomposition of the augmentation ideal of a finite group 
In this section we are concerned with improving the results of [ 121. Our notation 
will follow fairly closely, though not exactly, the notation established there. 
Let G be a finite group and let D be the ring of algebraic integers in an algebraic 
number field K. Suppose w is a set of rational primes and cr is the set of prime ideals 
of D above o. Then we shall write D, for D, and when A4 is a DG-module, we shall 
write M, for M,,. If n(G)= nItJrr712tJ... u TI,, with the property that no element of 
G has order pipj for i#j where PiE Ri and PjE nj, then we say that G has a 
(n,,rr2, **a, n,)-decomposition. Let n$= n(G) \ xi. Suppose we have a decomposition 
M=A,@A2@-.*@A,, such that (Ai),; is a projective D,;G-module if and only if 
i=j. Then we say that M has a (n,, rr2, .. . , n,,)-decomposltton. Note that a (nt, nz)- 
decomposition in our terminology is a nonprojective (x2, nt)-decomposition in the 
terminology of 1121. Using the results of [12] we can now state: 
Proposition 5.1. If Dg@DG’ has a (n,, 7r2, . . . , n,)-decomposition for some positive 
integer t, then so does G. 
(See also Proposition 8.17 of [ 111.) In this section we shall establish the converse 
of this result. 
We are also interested in the question that if G has a (rrt,rr2, .. ..n.)- 
decomposition, then does g have a (nt,n2, . . . . n&decomposition? This was 
answered in the affirmative in [12] for G soluble, but not in general. To state our 
main result of this section, we need a definition. When G has a (x1,x2)- 
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decomposition, let Xi be the set of nonidentity ni-elements of G. We say that G is a 
(X) group if the following condition holds: Whenever G has a (nl,nz)- 
decomposition, p E n, and $J is a p-modular Brauer character, then 
,Jx @(x)+(1 +lXJ)degOrO. 
2 
We shall prove: 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose G has a (r,, n2, . . . , n,)-decomposition. Then 
(i) g@ZG” has a (n,, 7r2, . . . , n,)-decomposition. 
(ii) If G is a (X) group, then g has a (n,, zcz, . . . , n,)-decomposition. 
(iii) Dg has a (rr,, nz, . . . . x,)-decomposition if and only if g has a (x ,, x2, . . . , n,)- 
decomposition. 
(iv) If n = 2, then g @ ZG has a (n ,, x2)-decomposition. 
We point out that the importance of (nl, n2, . . . , n,)-decompositions is that every 
decomposition of Dg is a (IT,, 7r2, . . . . nJ-decomposition for suitable subsets 
nl, 7r2, . . . , II, of n(G). This follows from the results of [123. 
Following [12], we say that a DC-lattice M is a Heiler module if M@Pn U@ I’, 
where P is a projective DC-module, always implies that either U or Y is projective. 
Thus Theorem 5.2 shows that if G has a (n,, nz)-decomposition, then g fails to be a 
Heller module. It now follows from Lemma 8.1 of [ll] that if G has a (n,,n2)- 
decomposition, then E and all relation modules are not Heller modules. 
Another application of Theorem 5.2, due to D. Wales, is the following. First a 
definition. The prime graph, 17(G), of the finite group G is the graph with vertices 
the set n(G) and in which p, q are joined by an edge if, and only if, there exists an 
element in G of order pq. The connected components of n(G) are then defined to be 
the vertices of the connected components of n(G). We now have that if ZGzUI, 
then n(G)= n(H) and the connected components of f7(G) are the same as the 
connected components of n(H). 
It would, of course, be nice to prove that all finite groups are (x) groups. This 
has yet to be done. However, it can be shown that to prove that all finite groups are 
(>#o groups, we need only consider groups G such that S G=Aut(S) where S is a 
non-abelian simple group ([ 161). 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. To simplify the notation, we shall assume that n = 2. It is 
straightforward to modify the following arguments to deal with general n. 
Throughout the rest of this section, the following notation will be in force. G will 
be a finite group with a (xl, n&decomposition. Set R = Z,, and S=Z,, and for 
i= 1,2, let Xi be the set of nonidentity zi-elements of G. Define xi to be the class 
function which takes the value lXi[ on the identity, - 1 on Xi, and zero elsewhere. A 
hyperelementary subgroup of G is either a ni-group (i= 1 or 2) or a Frobenius 
group, Applying Theorem 42.3 of [4] and checking on these subgroups, we see that 
xi is a generalised character, realisable over Q. 
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that lX,l< IX,]. By Theorem 4 of [ 181, 
there exists a projective Z,,G-module P, with character xl +x where x is the 
character of a free module. Let p E x2 and 4 be a p-modular Brauer character. Since 
I@(x)1 5 l@(l)1 for all p-regular XE G, we see that (x1, @) 20. Let F be the free ZG- 
module with character x and let k be the algebraic closure of Z/pH. Since PI &k is 
projective, the multiplicity to which the PIM (where PIM means principal 
indecomposable module), whose simple quotient has Brauer character @, appears in 
PI @k is just (xi +x,Q). Using this one sees that every PIM appears in PI&k at 
least as often as in F@k and so F@k is a direct summand of PI&k. By Lemmas 
6.3 and 6.4 of [ 1 l] and Proposition 2.1 we conclude that F,, is a direct summand of 
PI. Therefore we may assume that x = 0. Since P, is a projective Z,,G-module, there 
exists a i&G-module A, such that P, @A, z a,,@Z,,G’ for some rr0. Observe that 
IX,) 5 IX21 implies 
Therefore the PIM whose simple quotient has Brauer character 0 appears at most 
deg @ times in PI 6&k, that is at most as often as in kG, and hence at most as often 
as in g@k. It follows that an indecomposable summand of kG’ is a summand of 
A, C&k with multiplicity at least that of its multiplicity in kG’ and so kG’ is a 
summand of A, OS k. By Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 of [ 11) and Proposition 2.1 we deduce 
that Z,,G’ is a direct summand of A, and hence we may assume that t = 0. 
Similarly, the preceding arguments show that there exists a projective h,,G- 
module P2 with character x2 and a H,,G-module A2 such that P2@A2=g,,@Z,,GS 
for some sz 0. Since we do not have /Xzl I 1X,1, we can only assert that k2, 0) I 
2 deg 9. However, if G is a (>#o group, we have 
+ (1 + lXll + lX21)deg @zO. (3) 
and so we can improve this to (;s2, 9) 5 deg $J. In other words, we may take s = 1 and 
if G is a (># ) group, we may take s = 0. So we have 
(PI @Z,,Gs)@A Is g,,@Z,,G’ and P2@A2z g,,@Z,,GS 
whereA,@sQzPz@RQ and (P,@B,,G3@sQ=A2@RQ. 
Thus we may consider A, and P2 embedded in A, C&Q. If n = n(G), then 
A=AlflP2 is a B,G-lattice. Since n,t7n2=@, we have AK,zP2 and A,,z:Ar. 
Similarly there exists a Z,G-lattice B such that B,,zA2 and B,:z PI @H,,G’: Then 
A@Bsg,@iZ,GS with A,, a projective B,,G-module and f?,, a projective E.,G- 
module. Parts (i), (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 5.2 now follow from Proposition 5.1 of 
[ill. 
Suppose Dg= LI,@L12 is a (n,,n&decomposition. Then G has a (rri,n& 
decomposition by Proposition 5.1 and so we can retain the above notation. For 
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i= 1.2, the character of U;is Xi(cf. Proposition 1 of [13]). IfpE rrl, then UlQDk is a 
projective kG-module and is also a direct summand of kg. Therefore Ul@nk is a 
direct summand of kG and it follows that (x1, 0) s deg @. Hence 
(cf. equation (3)) and we conclude that G is a (X) group (at least for the (ni, nz)- 
decomposition). The result now follows from part (ii) of the Theorem. 
6. Global properties of the decomposition of the augmentation ideal and of the 
relation modules of a finite group 
In this section, G will be a finite group and R a relation module for G with no 
projective summands. From the results of (121, any decomposition of g or R is a 
(n,,nz)-decomposition for suitable subsets n, and rr2 of rr= n(G) such that 
n = rri U 7r2. Moreover, when this occurs G has a (n,, rrz)-decomposition. 
We shall therefore fix the following notation for the rest of this section. For 
i= 1.2, let Xi be the set of ni-elements of G. Let g =A, @A2 be a (ni, nz)- 
decomposition and define ,Yi to be the character which has degree IXi(, is -1 on Xi 
and is zero elsewhere. Assume that for i= 1,2, the character of Ai is Xi, Let 
R = R, OR2 be a (ni, rr2)-decomposition such that for i= 1,2, the character of Ri is 
--xi on G#. We can now state: 
Theorem 6.1. (i) If g=B,@B2 is another (n,, n&decomposition, then Ai@B,Z 
Bi@Z, for i= 1,2. 
(ii) If R=S,@S2 is another (II,,x~)-decomposition then Ri@Z,z:S@Z, for 
i= 1,2. 
Proof. (Cf. Proposition 1 of [13].) If pen2, then A,@&, and B,@Z(,, are 
projective 7&G-modules with the same character, so by Theorem 2.21 of [20] it 
follows that A, @Z,,, =B,@&,,. By cancellation, A2@B~,,zB2@i&,, for PE 7r2. 
Now whenpc rrl. we have that A2@Zt,, and B2@.& are projective &G-modules 
with the same character, so A2@Zo,,z 2O (pJ y B x B b Theorem 2.21 of [20]. We can 
now deduce that A2 @ Z(,, = B2@iZCp, for all p E TI and (i) follows. The proof of (ii) is 
exactly similar. 
Corollary 6.2. Suppose gn= U,@U,@...@U,= V,@ Vl@---@ V,,, where the r/i 
and Vi are indecomposable Z,G-modules. If G is a ( >#( ) group, then n = m and, after 
renumbering, Ui z Vi for all i. 
Proof. This follows easily from Proposition 5.1, Theorem 5.2 (ii) and Theorem 6.1 
(9. 
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Therefore, the local decomposition of the augmentation ideal is, in a sense, 
unique. In this section we consider some of the global properties of the 
decompositions of g and R. Throughout the rest of this section, the underlying 
coefficient ring will be the rational integers and we shall only consider (n,,rr2)- 
decompositions. We could have worked with any underlying coefficient ring which 
was a ring of algebraic integers, and we could have considered (nt. 7r2, . . ..n.)- 
decompositions instead of just (rr,, x2)-decompositions. In this more general 
situation similar results could have been obtained. However, the notation would 
have become messy and would have tended to obscure what was really going on. 
All groups considered in this section will be finite. If N is a W-module, we define 
Y(N) to be the m-lattice obtained from N after factoring out its torsion 
submodule. We first state: 
Theorem 6.3. (i) A, and A2 are Swan modules. 
(ii) Letp be either 1 or a rationalprimes 19. if ]G/Onz(G)j =p, then RI is a Swan 
module. 
(iii) There exist examples uch that RI is not a Swan module. 
To prove this we need the following, which is an immediate consequence of the 
corollary of [ 151. 
Theorem 6.4. Let A Q H be groups and M, B be ZH-lattices. Suppose we have an 
exact sequence 
where rs = z(H), such that 
(i) dH( .F(M/Ma)) 5 dH(M,,), and 
(ii) QB contains a copy of every irreducible QH-module which does not have A in 
its kernel. 
Then dH(M) I k. 
Using this result, we shall deduce 
Corollary 6.5. Suppose A is a normal subgroup of the group H and M is a ZH- 
lattice. Let d = dH(MnCH,) and let IH/A 1 =p be either 1 or a rational primer 19. If 
(QH)d/QM contains a copy of every irreducible QH-module which does not have A 
in its kernel, then M is a Swan module. 
Proof. By Theorem 6.4, we need to show that dH(3(M/Ma)) I d. This will certainly 
be so if .F(M/Ma) is a Swan module. It is easy to see from Theorem 4.19 of [20] that 
all Z[H/A]-lattices are Swan modules. But X(M/Ma) is a Z[H/A]-lattice and the 
result follows. 
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Proof of Theorem 6.3. Let H= 0z2(G), A = G/H and k = &(A2@Z,). Since there 
exists an epimorphism 0: (Z,G)k+A2@h,, we have an exact sequence 
O+B*(Z,G)kA A2@Z, 40 
where B is the kernel of 19. Let U be an irreducible QG-module with character w and 
let xe be the character of B. If U does not occur in QB, then (w,xa) =O; that is, 
XgX, V(X) + WIGI - Kzl)deg w = 0. 
Clearly k = 1 and U is not the trivial module. Thus using ((M, 1) = 0 we obtain 
& - w(x) + 1x11 deg IC/ = 0 
and so t,u(x) = deg w for all XE Xi, since 1 v(x)/ s deg w for all x E G. Thus XI c ker ry 
and hence H c ker v/. Therefore QB contains a copy of every irreducible QG-module 
which does not have H in its kernel, and (ii) of Theorem 6.4 is satisfied. Now 
But &4 ,/A,h) is a projective &l-module and is therefore locally free by 
Proposition 4.6 of (111. It follows that .Y(A,/A,h)=O and hence X((A2/Azh)=a. 
Also a is a Swan module by Theorem 7.8 of [l l] and hence do(Y(A2/A~h)) = 
do(a,)lk. Therefore (i) of Theorem 6.4 is satisfied and we conclude that AI is a 
Swan module. Similarly A, is a Swan module. This completes the proof of (i). 
Let d=d,(R,@Z,), XR be the character of (QG)d/QR,, and suppose Q is the 
character of an irreducible QG-module which does not occur in (QG)d/QR,. Then 
degXR = Ix,1 + e/G1 for some integer el0 and so kR, a) = 0 implies 
(/X,I+elGl)dego- C 0(x)=0. 
XCX, 
Therefore e= 0 and a(x) = deg 0 for all XEX,, since la(x)1 I deg CJ for all XE G. 
Hence H c ker o and we can now use Corollary 6.5 to deduce (ii). 
Suppose H is cyclic. Then G = H J A is a Frobenius group, d&g) = 2 and we have 
an exact sequence 
0+R+ZG2+a+0. 
Since Torz,& Z) = 0, this gives rise to exact sequences 
0+R/R~+A2~ a/06-+0, 
O+M-ZA2+a-0, (4) 
O-tR/Rh+M- UdO, (3 
where M= (rn~ZA~lrnf3~ $/@j} and U=6/gh. Note that UsH as U-modules, 
where His made into a U-module by letting A act on H by conjugation. Since A is 
cyclic, we have an exact sequence 
0-+Z@Z4-*ZM2+a-+0 (6) 
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and applying Schanuel’s lemma to (4) and (6) we obtain M@ &I 2z h@ &I 3. Hence 
MmZ@&l by Jacobinski’s cancellation theorem, Theorem 9.9 of [20]. Now 
R = RI OR2 is a (n,, x2)-decomposition and R/Rb= R,/R,b@R2/R2b. Since R,/R,h 
is a projective &l-module, it is locally free by Proposition 4.6 of [l l] and therefore 
we must have Rz/Rzf)zZ. We conclude from (5) that we have an exact sequence 
O*(R, /R,h)a +a+ U-0 
and because A is cyclic. we obtain an exact sequence 
by Proposition 2.3. 
Now let IA j = 23 = q and let H have prime order p such that if 
is an exact sequence, then P is not a free &l-module; we shall show in Lemma 6.6 
that this can be done for p=47 or 139. Then it follows from the previous section 
that d&R, /RI@) = 2. Now if k = H/p& then kc is the Jacobson radical of kG and 
R,@k/(R,@k)fjzkA. Hencedo(R,/pR,)= 1. Moreover, R/qRnZ/qZ@E/qH[G] 
and R,/qR, is a projective Z/qZ[G]-module, from which we deduce that 
dc(RI/qR,) = 1. Therefore d&R, @iI,) = 1 and so we have provided examples for 
(iii). 
Lemma 6.6. Let A be the cyclic group of order 23 and let U be a &l-module with 
1 WI =p where p = 47 or 139. Assume that A acts nontrivial& on U. If 
O+P+zA-II+0 
is an exact sequence, then P is not a free U-module. 
Proof. Let 4 be a primitive 23rd root of unity and let R be the integers of Q[c]. In 
view of Theorem 4.19 of [20] it will be sufficient to show that if IQ R with IR/ZI =p, 
then Z is not a principal ideal of R. By elementary number theory, Q[m] C Q[(] 
and if S is the ring of integers in Q-1, then 
S={+a++bf=%la,bEZ and a=bmod2) 
and f 1 are the only units of S. Let JqS with IS/J] =p. If J is principal, then 
pS = (crS)(aS) for some a E S, where - denotes complex conjugation, and we deduce 
that ard =p. By direct calculation, this is not possible. Now J3 is principal, either by 
direct calculation or by the fact that the ideal class group of Q[fl] has order 
three. Since 3 is prime to 11 and Q[C] : Q[p] = 11, we conclude that I is not 
principal as required. 
Theorem 5.5 of [ll] states that the relation cores of a given group form a 
complete genus class; in other words, if M is a relation core and MvN, then N is 
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also a relation core. We shall consider similar properties of direct summands of g 
and R and prove: 
Theorem 6.7. Let H= Ofll(G) and A = G/H. Then: 
(i) IfB,vA, and _F(B,/B,n)aa, then thereexists Bzsuch thatg=B,@B,. 
(ii) IfA = 1 and S2vR2, then there exists S, such that R =S, OS,. 
(iii) There exist examples uch that S2v R, and 3(S2/S2fi)z .F(R2/R2b), yet S2 is 
not a direct summand of R. 
We point out that if g = C, @C, is a (x,, nz)-decomposition, then (cf. proof of 
Theorem 6.3(i)) .?(C, /C, fj)a a, so the hypothesis Y(Br /B, $)I a in (i) is necessary. 
Proof. By corollary 3.12 of [II], 
Since A I @H,2 is a projective h,,G-module, Extz,,,o(i& A, @Z& = 0 for p E 7r2. 
Moreover, Ext~,,,&&,), Al@h@,) = 0 for p E x1 because A,@&, is a projective 
Z,,G-module. Therefore 
If p E 711 and 5 E Ext&Z, II,), let &, be its image in ExtZ~,,G(Z(p), Q&. For eachp E rcl 
let wPe Extp,p,o(Zo,,, g(J represent an extension of the form 
and choose 5 E Ext~o(H,Bt) such that &,= v/p for all p E II. If c is represented by the 
extension O--+B, *M*Z-+O, then we have MtP) =Bt @Z$,,@h(,,) for p E n2 and that 
Mt,)@A2@Zo,)zE(P~G for pcnl. Therefore M/Ml) z 9(&Z/,Vh) is a projective 
ZA-module. Since Bt/Mh z Y(B,/B,$)z a, it is easy to choose a ZG-lattice N 
containing M such that (N/M), = 0 = (N/M)g and N/N@= BA. 
By Theorem 6.4 and the proof of Theorem 6.3(i), we see that N is a Swan module. 
Since dG(N,) = 1, it follows that there exists an exact sequence 
O-+B,-+ZG-+N+O 
for some ZG-lattice B2. This in turn gives an exact sequence 
0+B2-+g-+B, -+O 
since Ng=Mg=B,. Now B,@Z,, is a projective Z,,G-module and Bt@Z,, is a 
projective h,,G-module, and so the sequence splits whether we locahse at a prime in 
?rt or at a prime in 7r2. It follows from Proposition 3.4 of [l l] that the sequence 
splits and this proves (i). 
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To prove (ii) we require the following version of Roiter’s replacement heorem 
(cf. Theorem 5.9 of [l I] and Theorem 6.8 of [2OJ). 
Theorem 6.8. Let A, B and M be Zff-lattices such that A v B and every irreducible 
4JH-module which occurs in (&ISA also occurs in QM. Then there exists a ZH-lattice 
Nsuch that A@MzB@N. 
To apply this to (ii), suppose U is an irreducible QG-module which does not occur 
inQI?R,. Ify/isthecharacterof U, thendt+$l)+C,,x,V/(x)=Owhered=dimoQSR,. 
Since CJ is not the trivial module, it follows that (d- l)t,~(l) - CxeXI v(x) =O. Now 
dz IX21 + 1 and so Xl C ker w since Iw(x)[s deg v/ for all XE G. But this contradicts 
the hypothesis that G = O”!(G). The result now follows from Theorem 6.8. 
For the proof of (iii), we let G = H 3 A be a Frobenius group with kernel H and 
cyclic complement A = (a) of order two. Assume that HS C, x C, for some rational 
prime p. Following the notation of [ 131, we may take A2 = fi. and A I z 6. Let II be the 
ZG-lattice such that UzZ as ZH-modules and A acts nontrivially on U. If T is the 
ring obtained from H by inverting the prime 2 and Y= CJ@ T, then TA = T@ V. It 
follows that TG = P@Q as TG-modules where Q= TOTA TG and P= VOTA TG. 
Notice that P/Pf) z V and (h@ T)/(f)@ T)b a V/VP@ V/VP. Since P is a projective 
TG-module and H,,,G is a semilocal ring with Jacobson radical GCP), we deduce that 
we have an exact sequence 
O-+Mt ~(~O~)o,,-+bO~~,,~O (7) 
for some Bo,,G-lattice Ml. It follows that we have an exact sequence 
O+M+P, -f@T+O (8) 
where M and P, are TG-lattices and PI V P2. Let ~7 $ II be a rational prime and 
suppose we are given an exact sequence 
O+M@Q 3LM@Q3+‘/Vq@W+0 (9) 
such that no composition factor of Wis a homomorphic image of Vand Wtr, = 0 for 
allrE~.Let~:M-*Mbethemapinducedby8andsetI=bTG+(a+l)TG,atwo 
sided ideal of TG. Now Q/Ql= W/WI= 0 = (V/Vq)l and the torsion submodule of 
M/MI has order prime to q. Therefore 0 induces an exact sequence 
O+ .F(M/MI) --% 3(M/MI) + V/ Vq * 0 
where 3 is the map induced by @. From (8) we have an exact sequence 
O-.F(M/Mf++P,/P,f!- V/VP@ V/V+0 
and since I kills V@ Vn PI/P, 0, we deduce that .F(M/MI) = Y(M/Mb). Therefore 
we have an exact sequence 
O+ 9-(M/Mb)+ 9(M/Mb)+ V/VqdO. 
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By viewing the TG-modules above as TH-modules. we see that we have an exact 
sequence 
O-M- TH@ TH-f@ T+O 
of TH-modules and a TH-monomorphism @ :M+M which induces an exact 
sequence 
o- ~(iM/Mf)) i Y(M/Mt))+ V/Vq-0. 
It will be proved in Lemma 6.10 that if p = 1 mod 8, then q must be a square modp. 
Granting this result, now assume that p = 1 mod 8. We have an exact sequence 
O-+Rtp) +&,G3 *g(p) -+O. (10) 
Now ~zti@f). (see [13, p. 2621) and I&,,=P~~). Therefore by Schanuel’s lemma and 
semi-local cancellation (see 4.4 of [l 11) applied to (7) and (lo), we deduce that 
R(,, zMtP,@ Q&, and hence R@ TVMO Q3. The exact sequence 
O-+R-+ZG3-+g-+0 
gives rise to an exact sequence 
0-+.F(R/Rf))+ZA3+g/gb-+0 
from which we deduce that Y(R/R$)aBA *@ii!. Since Y(R2/R2b) is a projective 
ZA-module, we conclude that 
~(R2/R2~)‘ZA2 and R,/R,t)= _F(R,/R,$)zZ. (11) 
Select a rational prime f such that r is not a square modp. Using (1 l), choose S2 so 
that there exists an exact sequence O-S2 -+R2 -, iJ/Ur+O. Note that Y(S,/S,f)) E 
3(R2/R2t)). Suppose there exists a HG-lattice S, such that St @S, I R. Since St v R,, 
there exists an exact sequence O+S, -+R, -X+0 with X,, = 0 for all s E R. Therefore 
there exists an exact sequence 
O~R+R~U/Ur@X+O 
and hence an exact sequence 
O-rR@T-+R@T+V/Vr@X@T+O. 
Observe that by (1 l), no composition factor of X@ T is isomorphic to a 
homomorphic image of V. Since R@ TVM@ Q3, we have an exact sequence 
0~MOQ3~MOQ3~V/VrOXOT”0 
by Lemma 6.9 to follow. However, this is impossible because this is a sequence of 
the same form as (9), yet r is not a square mod p. 
It now remains to prove Lemmas 6.9 and 6.10. 
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Lemma 6.9. Let D be a Dedekind domain whose quotient field is an algebraic 
number field and let A be either an abelian group or a Frobenius group with abeiian 
kernel and cyclic complement. Suppose there exists an exact sequence O-L-L- 
S-0 where L is a DA-lattice and S is a DA-module with St = 0 for some t prime to 
IA]. If LV L,, then there exists an exact sequence O-+L, +L, +S+O. 
Proof. We apply Theorem 9.8 of [20] and make the following two observations. 
First, that if Y is an irreducible KA-module where K is the quotient field of D, then 
End,,(Y) is abelian, so Eichler’s condition of Theorem 9.8 of [20] is satisfied. 
Second, that by the proof of Theorem 9.8 of [20], the finite set of primes P given 
there may be taken to be n(A) when the relevant order is DA. Using Theorem 3.1 of 
[20], we may embed L, in L such that the B annihilator of L/L, is prime to n(A) and 
t. By hypothesis, there exists a sublattice Lz of L such that L/LzaS and LZ Lz. If 
L3=LlflL2, then L/L,GL~/L, and hence L,_ = L, by repeated application of 
Theorem 9.8 of [20]. Moreover, L ,/L) z S as required. 
Lemma 6.10. Letp and q be distinct odd primes and let T be the ring obtainedfrom 
h by inverting the prime 2. Suppose p = 1 mod 8, Ha C, x C, and M is a TH-lattice 
satisfying the exact sequence 
O+M-+ TH@ TH-+h/@ T+O. 
If @ : M+M is a TH-monomorphism which induces an exact sequence 
O+ Y(M/Mfij L Y(M/Mf))- T/Tq-0, 
then q is a square mod p. 
Proof. Let (T, and a2 be generators of the TH-lattice F= TH@ TH and set 
X=lj@p. Let x1 and x2 be generators for H and u be a generator for X*. Observe 
thatifyETHande=CheHh,then 
uy=O 0 y=te for some tc 7. 
Therefore we have an injection 0, :X*-F defined by ~0, = al (x2 - 1) - (rl(x, - l), 
and we conclude that we have a short exact sequence 
@I O-X*-F e2 &N*-+O (12) 
for some TH-lattice N and some map e2. The dual of this sequence is O-+N+F+ 
X-0 and so MvN. It now follows from Lemma 6.9 that I#J gives rise to a TH- 
monomorphism < : N-N which induces an exact sequence 
O+ =/(N/Nh) A x(N/Nb)- T/Tq-+O. (13) 
For i= 1.2, define b, : F-X by ajc7, =xi- 1 and b2 : F- T@ T by aid2= vi where 
vI and v2 are generators for T@ T. Observe that u0,b, =O = uO,Bz and so b, and 82 
induce maps CI~ : N* -X and 17~ : N * -+ T@ T via sequence (12). For i = 1,2. define 
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v,:X+H by (x,-l)w,=xi and ty2:T@T4H by Y;VZ=X~. Then ~IWI=~~WZ 
and we have constructed a commutative diagram 
N* AX 
Notice that kera ,={n~N*)ne=O) and ker~2={noNjnb=0} and hencec*maps 
ker cri into kera; for i= 1,2. It follows that <* induces maps <, :X-X and 
c2: T@ T-T@ T and 5, and c2 induce the same homomorphism q : H+H. We 
deduce from sequence (13) that (T@ T)/( T@ T)& z T/Tq and so det q= r qm where 
m is a positive or negative power of two. Recall that if p = 1 mod 8, then +2 and -2 
are squares modp. Thus det q = qs where s is a square modp. On the other hand, rl is 
induced by tr and must therefore be scalar multiplication, because all endo- 
morphisms of X have the form ‘multiplication by y’ for some y E TG. We conclude 
that q is a square modp as required. 
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